
River Islands High School

Uniform Policy Q&A

Q - What is considered a RIHS uniform?

A - Students are required to wear approved RIHS tops Monday-Friday that can be

purchased through our vendors (BSN or Ripon Print).  Tops include t-shirts, polos, tank

tops, long sleeves, etc. Students are welcome to wear solid color, and appropriate school

length bottoms in the following colors:  navy blue, teal, white, gray, khaki, and black

Monday-Thursday. On Fridays ONLY students can wear jeans, no

ripped/ragged/distressed jeans allowed.  All bottoms can be purchased from the store of

your choice.  *Please see attached RIHS Dress Code for more specific details.

Q - What are school approved colors?

A - Navy Blue, Teal, White (Gray, Khaki, and Black are also welcome for dress code

purposes).

Q - Where can my RIHS student purchase uniform tops and other gear?

A - Two different vendors are available for your uniform needs. BSN Sports Sideline

Store and Ripon Print.

● BSN Sports Sideline Store

http://sideline.bsnsports.com/schools/california/lathrop/river-islands-academy

● Ripon Print Studio

215 W. Main Street, Ripon, CA 95366

http://riponprintstudio.printavo.com/merch/ririptide

Q - Who should I contact if I have any questions regarding the dress code?

Please do not contact the vendors regarding dress code/uniform policy

questions.

A - All dress code/uniform policy questions can be directed to rihs@riacademies.net.
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Q - Where can my RIHS student purchase uniform bottoms?

A - All bottoms can be purchased from the store of your choice. Bottoms must be an

approved school solid color, and free of writing, designs, and non-RIHS logos larger

than 1” x 1”.  Sweats, compression pants, leggings, and joggers may be worn IF

purchased from the BSN Sideline Store and Ripon Print with a RIHS Logo ONLY.

Q - Can my student wear an approved school color shirt from any store?

A - No, it must have an RIHS logo purchased from our two approved vendors (BSN

Sports Sideline Store and Ripon Print.)

Q - Are students able to wear sweats in school approved colors if it does not

have a logo?

A - Workout pants and sweatpants, of approved colors, are allowed during PE ONLY.

Q - Where can I purchase a PE uniform?

A - All PE uniforms can be purchased through Ripon Print

http://riponprintstudio.printavo.com/merch/ririptide .   Limited sizing will be available

for purchase during the Riptide Roll-In (9th Grade Orientation).

Q - Can students wear PE style shorts all day long?

A - Students taking PE must wear approved PE uniforms. Students may wear their PE

uniform all day, however, it is strongly encouraged for students to only wear their PE

uniform during their PE class.

Q - Are workout pants or sweatpants allowed during PE?

A - Workout pants and sweatpants, of approved colors, are allowed during PE class

ONLY.

Q - Are plain school color hats allowed?

A - No, hats must have a school logo and can be purchased through our vendors (BSN

Sideline Store or Ripon Print).

Q - Can students wear a solid colored sweatshirt or sweater in an approved

color?

A - No, sweatshirts/sweaters must have an RIHS Logo. Sweaters and sweatshirts must

be worn with a RIHS top underneath.

Q - Can my student wear a RIHS shirt with a solid color cardigan over it?

A - Yes, the cardigan needs to be an approved school color.
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